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Challenge

Question: How can we encode external knowledge into word embeddings? 4



Retrofitting [1]

V = {wi}n1: word vocabulary and Ω: ontology with semantic relations

between words in V ⇒ graph (V ,E ) where each vertex corresponds to a

word-type and edges (wi ,wj) ∈ E ⊆ (V × V ) represent the relations

Q ′ = (q′1, . . . , q
′
n): matrix of learned static word embeddings q′i ∈ Rd

Objective: Learn a matrix Q = (q1, . . . , qn) s.t. qi are close to q′i and to

adjacent vertices in Ω

L(Q) =
n∑

i=1

[
αi ||qi − q′i ||2 +

∑
(i,j)∈E

βij ||qi − qj ||2
]
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Proposed Contextualized Embedding Refinement Methods

As in the conventional retrofitting we assume:

V = {wi}n1: word vocabulary

Ω: ontology with semantic relations between words in V that is

represented as a graph (V ,E ) where each vertex corresponds to a

word-type and edges (wi ,wj) ∈ E ⊆ (V × V ) represent the relations

Furthermore:

M: a contextualized word representation model

Dtrain: a training corpus on which M is fine-tuned for a particular task

Dtest: a test corpus on which it is evaluated for this specific task
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Method A

Idea: combine the contextualized embedding of a given word in Dtest

with the contextualized embeddings of all occurrences of all similar words

in Dtrain

L(qi ) = ‖qi − q̄i‖2 +
∑
j∈Ji

∑
k∈Kj

bijk‖qi − q̂jk‖2.

bijk = cij × djk =
1

|Ji |α
× 1

|Kj |β
, α, β ∈ [0,∞)

• q̄i : the contextualized embedding for a word wi ∈ V computed for a

given sentence in Dtest using M
• Ji : the set of words wj which are adjacent to wi according to Ω

• q̂jk : the contextualized embeddings computed for all occurrences of

wj in Dtrain, as index by k ∈ Kj

• cij , djk control the contribution of each neighbour and each of its

occurrences respectively
8



Update Rules

Equating to zero the derivative of L with respect to qi results in the

following update rule:

qi =
q̄i +

∑
j

∑
k bijk q̂jk

1 +
∑

j

∑
k bijk

or, equivalently, by expressing
∑

k bijk q̂jk in terms of the mean µq̂j of all

q̂jk in the above equation:

qi =
q̄i + |Ji |−α

∑
j |Kj |1−βµq̂j

1 + |Ji |−α
∑

j K
1−β
j

.

The retrofitting operation therefore takes the form of a weighted average

of the original embedding and the embeddings of all occurrences of all

similar words in the training set
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Method B

Idea: combine the contextualized embedding of a given word in Dtest

with the contextualized embeddings that occur each time by replacing

that word in the test sentence with every adjacent word in Ω.

L(qi ) = ‖qi − q̄i‖2 +
∑
j∈Ji

bij‖qi − q̂j‖2.

bij =
1

|Ji |α
, α ∈ [0,∞).

• q̄i : the contextualized embedding for a word wi ∈ V computed for a

given sentence in Dtest using M
• Ji : the set of words wj which are adjacent to wi according to Ω

• q̂j : the contextualized embeddings for every word wj which is

adjacent to wi according to Ω. To compute those we input M with

a new sentence by replacing wi with wj in the original test sentence,

and repeat for every neighbour wj in Ω.

• bij controls the contribution of each neighbour
10



Update Rules

Equating to zero the derivative of L with respect to qi results in the

following update rule:

qi =
q̄i +

∑
j bij q̂j

1 +
∑

j bij

or, equivalently, by expressing
∑

j bij q̂j in terms of the mean µq̂j of all q̂j
in the above equation:

qi =
q̄i + |Ji |1−αµq̂j

1 + |Ji |1−α
.

Once again the retrofitting operation takes the form of a weighted

average of the original embedding and the embeddings of similar words
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Experimental Setup: Relation Extraction

ChemProt [2]: relations between drugs/chemical compounds and

genes/proteins mentions found in PubMed abstracts

DDI-20131: drug-to-drug interaction in biomedical texts from the

DrugBank database and abstracts from MedLine database

i2b2-20102: relations of medical problems-treatments collected from

discharge summaries

Verb Lexicons [3]: clusters of verbs annotated by humans using a corpus

of biomedical journal articles (annotated clusters) or further extended

automatically with relevant verbs from PubMed abstacts/articles

(expanded clusters)

BlueBERT [4]: a specific variant of BERT that is further pre-trained on

PubMed abstracts and clinical notes from MIMIC-III database
1https://www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/task9/
2https://academic.oup.com/jamia/article/18/5/552/830538
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Experimental Setup: Sentiment Analysis

SST-2 [5]: collection of sentences from movie reviews including

human-level annotations of their sentiment (either positive or negative).

Semantic Lexicons: FrameNet [6] PPDB [7] WordNet [8]

Bing Liu Sentiment Lexicon [9]: a domain-independent list of 6,786

adjectives that is manually created and that categorizes words as either

positive or negative according to their sentiment

BERT-Base [10]: the classical BERT model that is pre-trained on text

from the BooksCorpus and the English Wikipedia

13



BERT for Sentence Classification: standard
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BERT architecture and retrofitting

BERT consists of 12 Transformer blocks [11] followed by a pooling layer,

i.e., fully connected layer with a dropout layer and a tanh activation

Each block contains a sequence of transformations that is divided into

layers

The output layer of each block consists of a fully connected layer with a

dropout and a layer normalisation [12]

For both methods we experimented with four different settings:

1. Retrofitting before layer normalisation at Transformer block 11

2. Retrofitting after layer normalisation at Transformer block 11

3. Retrofitting before layer normalisation at Transformer block 12

4. Retrofitting after layer normalisation at Transformer block 12
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Alternative classification strategies

We can gain some insight by augmenting the datasets and comparing

retrofitting with the following alternatives:

Topline: always selecting the true class of a test sentence as the final

prediction, if it was predicted by at least one of the original or the

modified

Weighted majority vote (WMJ): Picking the predicted class with the

most occurrences as the final prediction out of the original and the

modified test sentences. Here, we assign a weight of 1 to the original and

a weight of 1
|S|δ , δ ∈ [0, 1] to each modified sentence, where |S | is the

total number of sentences for the current test input. We experimentally

noticed that choices of δ outside of [0, 1] did not affect the final

prediction.

Average probabilities (AVGP): Averaging the probabilities of the

predicted classes for both the original and the modified test sentences,

and taking the class with the maximum probability as the final prediction. 16



Grid Search Optimisation

In order to find a good set of values for the retrofitting hyperparameters

α, β, we performed a grid search using the development sets.

Left: Grid search plot of micro F1-scores for Method A. The white colour

corresponds to the baseline score while the red asterisk indicates the best

(α, β)-pair performance on the dev set. Right: Grid search plot of accuracy

scores for Method B. The green bars indicate the best α-values on the dev set,

while the horizontal lines show the top performance of our proposed strategies.
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Grid Search Results

Corpus Model Lexicon

Baseline –

Method A expanded-16

ChemProt Method B annotated-50

Topline annotated-50

AVGP annotated-50

WMV (δ = 1.0) annotated-50

Baseline –

Method A expanded-34

DDI Method B annotated-34

Topline annotated-34

AVGP annotated-34

WMV (δ = 0.1) annotated-34

Baseline –

Method A expanded-16

i2b2-2010 Method B annotated-34

Topline annotated-34

AVGP annotated-34

WMV (δ = 1.0) annotated-34

Baseline –

Method B WordNetsyn
SST-2 Topline WordNetsyn

AVGP WordNetsyn
WMV (δ = 1.0) WordNetsyn

Dev miF1/Acc Test miF1/Acc

74.47 72.61

74.86 72.56

74.59 72.63

75.54 73.67

72.92 72.07

74.47 72.61

71.34 80.11

79.35 78.78

72.33 79.43

73.04 80.97

71.97 79.40

72.02 79.60

71.34 72.69

72.92 72.52

71.83 72.63

73.71 74.18

60.79 58.50

71.34 72.69

91.86 92.00

92.09 92.11

94.95 94.55

90.37 90.11

91.86 92.00
18



Neighbouring Word Filtering

Question: Which neighbouring words are relevant for the underlying

word, and which are not?

Restrict the lexicons to the domain by selecting neighbours that are

“good” replacements instead of using the whole list. This is done by

inspecting the predictions of BERT for every original and modified

sentence on the augmented development set for a given lexicon.

Then, either:

i) the original sentence was wrongly classified but the modified

sentence was correctly classified (good case)

ii) the original and the modified sentence were correctly/wrongly

classified (neutral case)

iii) the original sentence was correctly classified but the modified

sentence was wrongly classified (bad case)

19



Neighbouring Word Filtering

Next, we compute the counts that correspond to good, neutral and bad

cases for every pair of original-neighbouring word. These will show on

average if a neighbour is a good replacement or not for a given word.

For example, on PPDB semantic lexicon:

word pair good neutral bad

(better, enhance) 2 10 0

(better, enhanced) 2 10 0

(better, best) 3 9 0

(better, brighter) 2 10 0

We create three reduced versions (one per semantic lexicon) by selecting

a neighbour for a given word with a 10%, 50% and 90% confidence level

(based on McNemar’s test) and repeat the grid search experiment.

The higher the confidence level the more certain we are about replacing a

word by another one, but the smaller the lexicon becomes (and vice

versa).

20



Neighbouring Word Filtering Results

Model Lexicon

Baseline –

Method B FrameNet10%
Topline FrameNet10%
AVG FrameNet10%
WMV (δ = 0) FrameNet10%
Method B WordNetsyn10%
Topline WordNetsyn10%
AVG WordNetsyn10%
WMV (δ = 0) WordNetsyn10%

Dev Acc Test Acc

91.86 92.00

92.09 92.00

92.09 92.11

92.09 92.00

92.09 92.00

92.09 92.00

92.66 92.00

92.09 91.89

92.09 92.00

Gain in performance compared to the baseline on the development set as

expected.

Topline performance for FrameNet10% which suggests that retrofitting in

the sense of averaging embeddings can be meaningful.

What about generalisation on the test data?
21



Neighbouring Word Filtering Results

Lexicon # Words # Edges

FrameNet 1700 90140

PPDB 4893 44829

WordNetsyn 5481 29848

WordNetall 5481 113792

FrameNet50% – –

PPDB50% 1 1

WordNetsyn50% 2 2

WordNetall50% 1 1

Lexicon # Words # Edges

FrameNet10% 1 5

PPDB10% 1 6

WordNetsyn10% 4 6

WordNetall10% 6 9

FrameNet90% – –

PPDB90% – –

WordNetsyn90% 1 1

WordNetall90% – –

Topline performance is almost identical to that of the baseline model on

the test data.

This is due to the limited size of the reduced lexicons.

If the dataset was bigger, we would have selected lexicons with higher

confidence level that would also be large enough to improve over the

baseline, i.e., the Topline score would more significantly outperform the

baseline.
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How does Averaging Compare to Majority Vote?

Count how many times Method B yields the correct answer when the

predictions of the modified sentences are 0-10% correct, up to 90-100%

correct.

For example, we can see the distribution of these counts for Framenet10%
(right) and WordNetsyn10% (left) on the dev set.

Averaging preserves the majority vote so there is hope in retrofitting

provided the lexicon can help.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed two approaches that extend the original retrofitting

technique to operate with BERT contextualized embedding.

Our test results show that the lexicons can be a useful source of

information to further improve the results. However, the current

experimental setting did not make it viable.

This is demonstrated in our qualitative study, where we show that when

we improve the quality of the semantic lexicons by selecting only relevant

neighbours for a given word, the resulting lexicons are not sufficiently

large to be able to generalize at test time.

In the future, we plan to experiment with more fine-grained tasks where

we are certain about the knowledge source, and where we would not need

to heavily depend on word statistics to apply the proposed method.
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